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1 (a) Inflation is a persistent/sustained/over a period of time (1) increase in the general level (1) of 
prices (1) / fall in the value of money (1) [3] 

 
 

 (b) • a rise in interest rates (the price of money) will increase the cost of borrowing 

  • this is likely to reduce the demand for borrowed funds 

• encourage an increase in saving 

• reduce consumer spending 

• and so aggregate demand is likely to reduce 

• this will help to reduce the upward pressure on prices 

• especially where the inflation is caused by demand-pull factors [5] 
 
 

 (c) • government spending was significantly greater than government revenue in 2011; this 
will lead to a budget deficit, i.e. the government is spending beyond its means 

  • the government will, therefore, have to borrow money 

• increased borrowing will lead to higher national debt 

• and will have to pay interest on the money borrowed 

• if government spending is reduced, the government will have to borrow less money 

• and so less amount of interest will need to be paid (reducing the extent to which the 
national debt is increasing) 

• lower government spending may reduce inflation [5] 
 
 
 (d)  

A serious economic problem: 

• this will make Brazilian exports more 
expensive in foreign markets 

• and if demand is price elastic, this 
will reduce the number of exports 
sold 

• this could lead to a balance of 
payments on current account deficit 

• especially if there is an increase in 
imports 

Not such a serious economic problem: 

• this will make imports into Brazil 
relatively cheaper 

• if demand is price elastic, this will 
increase the good purchased, which 
could increase the standard of living 

• it would also make the cost of imported 
parts/raw materials cheaper, and this 
lowering of cost could lead to lower 
prices 

 
  A one-sided answer which argues that it is a serious economic problem (or is not a serious 

economic problem) can gain no more than 4 marks. [7] 
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2 (a) Land: this refers to any natural resource that is used in production/gift of nature available for 
production (1), e.g. land, forest, sea and what is found within them (1) 

 
  Capital: this refers to the human-made resources that are used in production (1), e.g. 

machinery, equipment, tools (1) [4] 
 
 
 (b) An increase in productivity refers to the output produced (1) per labour unit or capital unit (1) 

over a given period of time, e.g. one hour, day, or week (1) 
 
  An increase in production refers to the extra total output (1) that is produced by all the factors 

of production involved in the production process (1) over a given period of time, e.g. one 
week, month or year (1) [6] 

 
 
 (c) Definition of terms: 

• labour-intensive production is where a lot of labour is employed compared with the 
amount of capital (1) 

• capital-intensive production is where a lot of capital is employed compared with the 
amount of labour (1) 

 
  Move to being more capital-intensive: 

• advances in technology 

• should increase productivity 
 
  But it will depend on: 

• the price of capital in relation to the price of labour 

• the price of labour will reflect the supply of labour available in a particular economy (e.g. 
price of labour in a country with a large population, such as China, compared to price of 
labour in a country with a small population, such as Singapore) 

• profits made by firm to supply funds to buy capital equipment from retained profits 

• ability of firm to borrow the required funds 

• may generate unemployment in the short run 
 
  Ultimately, the decision will depend on the relative productivity and costs of the different 

factors of production.  An answer which offers a one-sided argument, stressing the move 
from labour-intensive to capital-intensive production, but which does not address ‘to what 
extent’, can gain no more than 7 marks (inclusive of the 2 marks for the definitions of ‘labour-
intensive’ and ‘capital-intensive’). [10] 
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3 (a) • there will be elements of a market economy where equilibrium price and quantity are 
determined by forces of demand and supply without the need for government 
intervention 

  • changes in demand and supply bring about changes in price and quantity 

  • the allocation of resources is, therefore, determined by the profit motive 

  • bringing together the preferences of the producers and the consumers 

  • there will also be elements of government intervention 

  • either through direct government control and ownership 

  • or through influences on the private sector, such as through laws and regulations [4] 
 
 
 (b) Demand and supply diagram: 

  • axes correctly labelled (price and quantity) (1) 

  • demand and supply curves correctly labelled (1) 

  • shift on the supply curve to the left (1) 

  • rise in price and fall in quantity (1) 
 
  Analysis: 

  • a decrease in supply will lead to a rise in the equilibrium price (1) and 

  • a fall in equilibrium quantity (1) [6] 
 
 
 (c)  

The case for government intervention: 

• to provide public goods (candidates 
do not need to use that term) if they 
are not provided  

• to provide merit goods (candidates do 
not need to use that term) if they are 
under-provided in a market system 

• to reduce the demand for demerit 
goods (candidates do not need to use 
that term) if they are over-provided in 
a market system 

• to encourage positive externalities 
and discourage negative externalities 

• to control/discourage monopolies if 
these work against the public interest 

• to overcome information failure 

The case against government 
intervention: 

• intervention may lead to inefficient 
firms being supported by the 
government 

• finance needed to pay for 
intervention will need to come from 
somewhere and there will be an 
opportunity cost involved in terms of 
the alternative uses that the money 
could have been put to 

• nationalisation may put politicians in 
charge rather than more 
experienced/knowledgeable 
business people 

 
  One-sided answers which fail to address ‘always’ can gain no more than 7 marks; to get 

more than 7 marks, candidates need to consider both sides of the argument. [10] 
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4 (a) • this is the process by which individuals, firms and economies concentrate on producing 
those goods and services in which they have an advantage 

• where it relates to the dividing up of production processes into a sequence of different 
tasks, it is known as division of labour 

• it can also, however, refer to countries specialising in production where they have a 
comparative advantage (candidates do not need to use that term) 

 
  Answers on the division of labour only can gain no more than 2 marks. [4] 
 
 
 (b) 

Advantages: 

• worker can concentrate on a 
particular task 

• becoming very good at it 

• time can be saved 

• worker can be more productive 

• can lead to greater output 

• could lead to higher wages 

Disadvantages: 

• the task can become very repetitive 

• the lack of variety can make the job 
very boring 

• this can lead to de-motivation and 
lower productivity 

• dependency on other people 

 
  Allow appropriate responses on the advantages and disadvantages of specialisation for a 

firm. [4] 
 
 

 (c) • more efficient production/increased output 

  • where a country specialises in those areas where it can benefit from superior factor 
endowments 

  • consumers all over the world can benefit 

  • increasing their standard of living 

  • increased size of market can lead to economies of scale 

  • builds up a reputation [4] 
 
 

Can be justified: 

• declining/sunset industries 

• infant/sunrise industries 

• strategic industries 

• protect employment 

• prevent current account deficit 

• prevent dumping 

Cannot be justified: 

• free trade encourages greater 
efficiency and higher production 

• greater consumer choice 

• reduced prices 

• higher standards of living 

 
  Answers which offer a one-sided argument can gain no more than 5 marks. [8] 
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5 (a) • idea of an ‘emergency fund’/saving for a ‘rainy day’/precautionary reason 

  • to put money aside in order to make a purchase at a later date 

  • this is likely to be a relatively expensive item, such as a house or a car 

  • saving for retirement 

  • saving school/college/university fees of children 

   • to provide an income (from the interest paid on the savings) 
 
  1 mark for a basic analysis of each motive and 1 mark for a development of the analysis. [4] 
 
 
 (b) High income groups are likely to save a higher proportion: 

• will have a higher disposable income so will be better able to save 

• will have already purchased many items so have less of a need to spend 
 
  Low income groups are likely to save a lower proportion: 

• will have a lower disposable income so will be less able to save 

• will have more of a need to spend on basic necessities 
 
  Also accept answers on differences based on age. [4] 
 
 

 (c) • pay a good rate of interest that is higher than the rate of inflation (so that there is a real 
positive interest rate) 

  • offer a variety of different types of savings account in terms of the period of notice 
required to have access to the funds 

  • offer a variety of operating methods, e.g. branch, post, telephone, internet 

  • opening an account may involve receiving special offers, e.g. vouchers 

  • some accounts may be tax-free (a government will take this decision to give certain 
types of accounts tax-free status) 

 
  A list-like answer can gain no more than 3 marks. [5] 
 
 
 (d)  

Should be worried: 

• money that is being saved is money 
that is not being spent 

• this could lead to a reduction in the 
level of demand 

• and possibly an increase in 
unemployment 

Should not be worried: 

• money that is being saved will 
eventually be spent 

• money that is being saved is 
available to lend out 

• this could provide the funds for firms 
to expand, increasing jobs 

• may reduce spending on imports 

• may reduce inflationary pressure 

 
  A one-sided answer can gain no more than 5 marks. [7] 
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6 (a) It is where there is a fall in the output of a country as measured by GDP/economic downturn 
(1); it is two successive quarters of negative growth (1). [2] 

 
 

 (b) • structural 

• cyclical/demand deficient 

• regional 

• technological 

• seasonal/casual 

• residual 

• frictional/search 
 
mark for a basic explanation of each and 1 mark for a development of the explanation of 
each. [4] 

 
 

 (c) • unemployed will experience a fall in income which will lower demand 

• lower level of output in the economy/idea of wasted resources 

• government will receive less tax revenue 

• government may have to pay out on benefits (idea of opportunity cost, i.e. there are 
alternative uses for this money 

• taxation may need to be raised to generate the funds for such benefits 

• higher level of crime may mean more money needs to be spent on police/law and order 
 
A list-like answer can gain no more than 3 marks. [6] 

 
 
 (d) Expansionary policies to stimulate the economy are likely to conflict with the aims of 

controlling inflation and maintaining balance of payments stability (if some of the extra money 
is spent on imported goods). 
 
Expansionary policies to stimulate the economy are not likely to conflict with the aim of 
economic growth. 
 
Expansionary policies to stimulate the economy may bring about a more equitable 
distribution of income, e.g. if there is a large increase in benefits, but not if the people are 
worse off than they were before; the effects of any changes in taxation will depend on 
whether the changes are in direct (progressive) or indirect (regressive) taxation. 
 
A one-sided answer can gain no more than 6 marks. [8] 
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7 (a) • primary sector – this is the extractive industry where raw materials are mined/collected/ 
grown (1), e.g. agriculture, coal mining, fishing (1) 

• secondary sector – this is the manufacturing or construction sector where raw materials 
are turned into goods (1), e.g. car production, motorway construction (1) 

• tertiary sector – this is the service sector of the economy (1), e.g. education, banking, 
tourism (1) [6] 

 
 

 (b) • low income per head 

• high rate of population growth 

• low level of savings 

• low level of education 

• low level of health care 

• low life expectancy 

• high infant mortality rate 

• low level of capital investment 

• poor infrastructure 

• poor housing and sanitation 

• high proportion of workers in the primary sector 

• high proportion of exports are primary products 
 

1 mark for a basic description of each and 1 mark for a development of the description of 
each. [6] 
 
 

 (c) For many people, conditions in a developed country will be the opposite of those in a 
developing country, but for some people their standard of living may be lower than some 
people in a developing country, because of: 

• high and increasing rate of unemployment 

• many economies only just slowly coming out of recession 

• not everybody receives/aware of benefits 

• high rate of inflation may erode the real value of incomes 
 
At the same time, the standard of living of some people in a developing country may be 
higher than some people in a developed country. [8] 
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